Rimage DiscFlow™ for Mac®
Automatically burn and print CD, DVD,
and Blu-ray discs™ from your Mac
Making DVDs on-demand just became faster, easier and
more professional thanks to Rimage DiscFlow, software
designed specifically for Mac-based media production
environments. Mac OS X users can quickly, easily
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Made for Mac
Rimage DiscFlow embraces the Mac’s user interface, making
it instantly familiar and comfortable. Content creation
professionals can easily burn and print DVDs, CDs and Bluray Discs. Perhaps best of all, DiscFlow utilizes the OS X
intuitive navigation, providing quick and easy visual access
to all disc-publishing projects.

Total automation
Rimage DiscFlow totally automates
digital publishing, making it fast
and efficient to create one or
thousands of discs, even in
multiple formats. Simply
drop files into a “watch folder”
for unattended recording

Unlimited networking
Rimage’s full-featured hardware and software systems can link many
users over a single network — just like a networked printer —
enabling seamless and simultaneous integration of Mac and
Windows clients. Rimage DiscFlow takes the ease of networking one
step further: Automatic discovery enables users to instantly find and
use all networked Rimage digital publishing systems.

and printing.

With Rimage DiscFlow, digital content producers can accomplish
the following:
– Create one or many DVD test discs, dailies, pre-screeners or
promos — manually or automatically — without burdening
editors or producers with time-consuming tasks
– Protect digital content, revenue opportunities and distribution
plans with Rimage Video Protect™, a powerful application that
inhibits ripping/disc-copying software
– Enjoy the ease and cost savings of in-house disc production,
while adding valuable services, creating revenue streams, and
impressing clients with photorealistic discs

Monitor the status of all your
projects from anywhere on the
network with WebRSM.

Learn More For additional

information about Rimage
DiscFlow for Mac, please contact
your Rimage representative.
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